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I. What went wrong in the 

euro area?
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Eight reasons for the euro crisis 
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1. Member States did not fully accept the political constraints of being in EMU 

2. Transition to permanent lower interest rates

3. Economic surveillance too narrow 

4. Methodological problems with calculating structural fiscal balances 

5. Insufficient control of data by Eurostat

6. Financial market supervision mainly national 

7. No crisis resolution mechanism

8. Biggest financial crisis in 80 years



II. What have we done: 

Five lessons from the euro crisis
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Five lessons from the crisis

1. Avoid excessive macroeconomic imbalances

2. Closer economic coordination in the currency union

3. An active monetary policy

4. A stronger banking system

5. Firewalls against the crisis: EFSF and ESM
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Deficit reduction policies are paying off

Source: European Commission Economic Forecast – Winter 2016

Selected comparative fiscal balances (% of GDP)Fiscal balance in programme countries (% of GDP)
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Internal devaluations are restoring competitiveness

■ Thanks to the convergence in competitiveness, costly external imbalances in the periphery have
disappeared

Current account balance (% of GDP)

Source: EC European Economic Forecast – Winter 2016

Nominal unit labour costs (2000=100)
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1c) Programme countries have become reform champions 
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■ Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain are in top five of 34 OECD

countries with regard to implementation of structural reforms.

Source: OECD report Going for Growth for 2015

Ranking takes into account responsiveness to OECD recommendations 

on structural reforms in key policy areas 

Ranking in OECD report

1. Greece

2. Ireland

3. Estonia

4. Portugal

5. Spain

“Euro area countries under financial

assistance programmes are among the

OECD countries whose responsiveness

[to the OECD’s structural reform

recommendations] was highest and also

where it most increased compared with

previous period.”

- Going for Growth (OECD Report)



1c) EFSF/ESM programme countries are reform champions 
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■ Lisbon Council: Ireland, Greece, Portugal, Spain and Cyprus ranked highest in 

overall measure of 4 key medium-term adjustment criteria 

• Rise in exports

• Reduction of fiscal deficit

• Changes in unit labour costs

• Progress in structural reforms

Source: “Adjustment Progress Indicator” in 2015 Euro Plus Monitor 

published by the Lisbon Council

The ranking comprised 18 euro area countries + UK, Poland and Sweden 
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“The euro zone has improved its 

position largely because the reform 

countries have shaped up” 

– Lisbon Council



2. Closer economic coordination in the currency union

■ The EU has tightened surveillance of fiscal policies

• Stricter Stability and Growth Pact

• „Fiscal compact“

■ Better coordination at European level („European semester“)

• Countries submit draft budgets to the Commission

• Recommendations to remove obstacles to growth in countries

■ New Procedure to avoid macroeconomic imbalances

• Broader macroeconomic surveillance

• Commission recommendations in case of imbalances

• Possible sanctions
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3. An active monetary policy

 The ECB has expanded its balance sheet, like other central banks:

 ECB provides long-term liquidity to the banking sector

 Purchases government bonds and other securities

 Low interest rates, negative deposit rates

 Banks incentivised to lend more

 Weaker euro improves external competitiveness
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Central bank balance sheets in € trillion

Sources: Central banks named in the chart
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4. A stronger banking system

■ New Institutions

• ESRB to monitor macroprudential risks

• New EU supervisory bodies for banks, securities markets and insurance 
companies

■ Begin of Banking Union

• Single Supervisory Mechanism is overseeing largest banks and problem 
banks

• Single Resolution Mechanism and Single Resolution Fund

• From bail-out to bail-in: new rules for resolution of banks (BRRD)

■ More bank capital

• EU banks have raised their capital by more than €600 bn since the 
beginning of the crisis in 2008
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5. Raising firewalls against the crisis (EFSF and ESM)

Mission: to safeguard financial stability in Europe by 

providing financial assistance to euro area Member States

Instruments

Loans
Primary market 

purchases

Secondary market 

purchases

Precautionary 

programme

Bank recapitalisations 

through loans to governments 

All assistance is linked to appropriate conditionality

EFSF and ESM finance their activity by issuing bonds and other debt instruments

Direct bank 

recapitalisation 



Firewalls against the crisis: ESM and EFSF

 Maximum lending capacity of €700 bn

• Financing against conditionality

• Disbursed to five countries so far: €254.5 bn

• Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Cyprus, Greece

 Four success stories:

• Ireland, Portugal, Spain have exited programmes

• Cyprus will exit in March

• Greece is a special case

• It entered a new programme of up to €86 bn last year
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Benefits of EFSF/ESM
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■ Keeping the euro area together

■ Cash for reform: promoting reforms and adjustment

■ Debt sustainability

• EFSF/ESM programmes lead to substantial budgetary savings

• No cost for European taxpayers

■ Risk sharing 

■ Lender of last resort for sovereigns

18.



In € billion As percentage of 

GDP

As percentage of 

total primary 

expenditures

Cyprus 0.26 1.5 4.3

Greece 7.87 4.4 10.86

Ireland 0.09 0.05 0.15

Spain 0.82 0.08 0.21

Portugal 0.49 0.28 0.69

Savings as a result of EFSF/ESM financing vs theoretical market cost (for 2014)

Calculated using the average sovereign market spread of each country matching the EFSF/ESM 

maturity profile. This is compared with the equivalent EFSF/ESM funding cost.
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Europe’s comprehensive response to the euro crisis

1. Avoid excessive macroeconomic imbalances

2. Closer economic coordination in the currency union

3. An active monetary policy

4. A stronger banking system

5. Firewalls against the crisis: EFSF and ESM
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Eight reasons for the sovereign debt crisis

1) Member States did not fully accept the political constraints of being 
in EMU 

2) Transition to permanent lower interest rates

3) Economic surveillance too narrow

4) Methodological problems with calculating structural fiscal balances

5) Insufficient control of data by Eurostat

6) Financial market supervision still mainly national

7) No crisis resolution mechanism

8) Biggest financial crisis in 80 years
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III. What remains to be done?
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Further integration: towards a more robust EMU

 Five Presidents proposals (Juncker, Tusk, Dijsselbloem, Draghi, Schulz):

 Banking and Capital Markets Union

- European Deposit Insurance Scheme (EDIS)

- Address taxation, insolvency and company law issues

- Financial market integration

- More capital flows

- Risk sharing

 Fiscal Union

- Limited fiscal capacity for the euro area

- A euro area Finance Minister

 Political Union
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